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Our band, “Moving Pictures” is a high-energy tribute show to the greatest rock band in the world, “RUSH”.  For over four 
decades, RUSH has remained a staple on the radio and concert scene domestically and internationally as one of the supreme 
groups in rock music.  RUSH places third behind the Beatles and The Rolling Stones for the most consecutive gold or 
platinum studio albums by a rock band.  Moving Pictures focuses on RUSH’s trademark, eclectic lyrical motifs and unique 
vocal style by infamous lead singer Geddy Lee, mixed with the guitar assault of Alex Lifson and Geddy Lee’s and Neil 
Peart’s solid rhythm section as the driving force of talent…”Tom Sawyer, Limelight, The Spirit of Radio, Free Will, 2112, 
YYZ, Subdivisions, Fly By Night, Closer To The Heart, The Trees, etc. are just a few of the many high-end radio songs 
lingering in our deep hearts forever. 

Our base is New York City and it takes very special musicians to take on RUSH’s often-complex composition in a talented 
area of the world.  Our Group Moving Pictures offers you the extreme best; the members of the band having many solid years 

of national and international touring.  Moving Pictures’s lead singer Sean Minardi flawlessly recreates Geddy Lee’s 
impressive vocals, while Vinny Manfredi lead guitarist emulates with precision the technique of the guitar riffs that made 
Alex Lifson a guitar master.  Rounding out the band, driving the beat is the thunderous and at all times boisterous rhythm 

section--bass guitarist and backing vocalist, Warren Kitt…famous in his own right masterful drummer Mr. Sean Minardi 
are an asset to this successful tribute.  Together, they truly have excellent musicianship and give it their all.  RUSH fans will 
fall in love with Sean Minardi’s lock-down on Geddy Lee's voice and performance.  Our Moving Pictures show recreates all 
of RUSH’s Greatest Hits spanning four decades with a faithful, distinctive sound that instantly ignites audiences to their feet.  
We have experience performing/headlining acts at fabulous venues such as:  Fremont Street Experience at the Viva Vision 
Light Show in Las Vegas, BB King Blues Club in Times Square, Trump Taj Mahal, Revel, The Golden Nugget, Bally’s 

Hotels and Casinos in Atlantic City, Empire City Casino, Mohegan Sun Racino in Connecticut and Pennsylvania, 
Twin River Casino to name just a few.  We are positive that our RUSH Show’s energy will ignite any town or stage.  We 
invite you to visit our website at www.rushtributeband.com to view our video/photographs as well as hear our audio.  If you 
would be interested in learning more about our RUSH Show and our goals, please contact at any time Sean Minardi (516) 

639-9855 or Vinny Manfredi  (917) 58-0151.  We look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience.   
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Sample list of Songs:  MOVING PICTURES   www.rushtributeband.com 

 R30 Overture 
Force Ten 
Big Money 

Red Sector A 
Working Man 
Witch Hunt 
Vital Signs 

Distant Early Warning 
Jacob's Ladder 
Roll the Bones 

Dreamline 
Where's My Thing 
Time Stand Still 

Marathon 
Animate 

Headlong Flight 
Wish Them Well 

Earthshine 
Entre Nous 

The Spirit of Radio 
Red Barchetta 
Tom Sawyer 

Freewill 
The Trees 
Xanadu 

YYZ 
Fly By Night 

2112 Overture / Temples of Syrinx / Grand Finale 
Subdivisions 

Closer to the Heart 
Limelight 

La Villa Strangiato 
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